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SC'rtOOL MORALE AND SELF-ESTES?1 rnvoLVING ADOLESC~rTS 
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES 
A student's cognitive achievement may be facilitated or repressed by 
various elements that constitute his affective character; his feelings, 
attitudes, and expectations form a substantial relationship with achievement. 
Rather than limiting themselves to evaluating those cognitive areas that relate 
with various measures of achievement, the ad.ainistrators and staff members 
at the New Community School (NCS) have specified a desire to investigate and 
measure both the attitudes toward school and the self held by their attending 
students. Within the domain of educational evaluation, greater significance 
is being accorded to the students' values, interests, and attitudes(Lockwood 
1973). In keeping with such considerations, this evaluation is being adopted 
as part of a systematic evaluation of the goals and objectives at the NCS. 
Objectives 
When a special learning disability, difficulties involvin{S spoken or 
written language, has been of some duration, as it has been with the adolescent 
at the NCS, a number of consequences result that affect motivation to learn, 
self-esteem, and general interest or feeling towards school. A program 
involving such adolescents should attempt to encourage and establish good 
morale towards school and self; to enhance affective characteristics as they 
interact with cognitive achievement. 
The NCS is structured so as to offer academic remediation and a college 
preparatory (7-12 gr.) curriculum for dyslexic adolescents. The curriculum and 
environment are geared to serve both the student's academic and affective domain. 
Through individualized instruction involving language remediation, in an 
academic setting of warmth and personal contact, the student should begin to 
realize the true nature of his learning difficulties, to confront them, and 
• 
to begin establishing the necessary basic skills that have eluded him. As 
the student progresses academically, an objective is for this improvement 
to spill over into other areas - that the growing confidence in his studies 
be channeled towards greater confidence in his ability; that a more positive 
... H.itude be reflected towards school ·and himself. 
This evaluation focuses on two i~portant components of the student's affective 
character; his attitudes related to school and to self. A measure of school 
morale ·and self-esteem involving these students with learning disabilities 
is provided as well as further infornation concerning diagnosis and family 
structure. As part of an evaluation for the NCS, this will yield knowledge 
to be used by the a~~inistration, teachers, and the school system itself. 
Descriution of the Program 
The NCS is a non-profit independent school established solely for an 
adolescent population with language learning disabilities, develop~ental 
dyslexia. The program provides a faculty (which includes subject specialists), 
materials, and equipment capable of offering a college preparatory curriculum 
to such students. All students quali:y for admission on the basis of two 
criteria. One, their perfor:nance has demonstrated an intellectual capacity 
for scholastic achievement; and two, they have a learning difficulty in relation 
to one or more aspects of the written language and in organizational and study 
skills. Because of the nature of the learning difficulties that are present, 
more attention is needed, and given, on an individual basis; to stimulate the 
student in both an academic and affective manner. 
The NCS has a faculty of sixteen (nine being full-time and seven being 
part-time) and a student body of fifty. There is also an administrative assistant 
and an educational consultant. The progra~ offers 25 academic courses in 
addition to language therapy and physical education. Each student takes a 
language fundamentals class where he is tutored one or two hours a day depending 
on his needs, The skills gained here he takes with him to his academic 
courses. The teachers involved with the language therapy and those in charge 
of 'the classrooms work closely together. 1:-lith the tutorial sessions, the 
teacher and student work on a 1:1 basis. In the classroom, the ratio varies 
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from 4:1 to 7:1. 
The courses are designed especially to provide concentrated effort and 
instruction involving the areas of deficits - reading, spelling, penmanship, 
writng, organizational and study skills and remedial raathematics. ~ach student 
begins a course at his level of need. The instruction is sequential and highly 
structured. For example, reading instruction is such that ensures learning 
of sound-symbol relationships, syllables, word structure and analysis, root 
words and affixes, vocabulary, signal words, phrasing and comprehension. 
Comprehension skills are developed for recognizing sentence and paragraph 
structure, significant details, main ideas, drawing logical conclusions and 
inferences, . The goal is towards a systematic procession from word analysis to 
phrase analysis, to sentences, paragraphs, etc. Upon attaininp, sufficient 
basic skills, work is then concentrated towards developing rate and fluency. 
Some of the academic courses that are offered are: Social Studies (World 
History, U.S.History, American Political Systems); Science (Life Science, 
General Science, Earth Science, Biology, Chemistry); English; 'Mathematics 
(General Math, Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II and Advanced Math); Spanish; 
Physical Education. (A more complete course description appears in Appendix I). 
The 50 students include 40 males and 10 females within an age range of 
12-0 to 17-6 years. The students qualify for the program as long as they meet 
the two criteria mentioned earlier. They come from families whose socio-
economic status varies to a great extent; the school caters to the total 
spectrum. Ten students have received scholarships to attend the school. 
Recognizing a need in the community, this school opened its doors in 
September, 1974. It was quartered in St. Stephens Episcopal Church and the 
first year was more experimental in nature. This year enrollment has doubled 
and the school now residesin limited facilities, second floor and basement of the 
Ginter Park Baptist Church facility. 
The students at the NCS, because of their learning difficulties, have 
faced numerous frustrations that can affect desire, motivation, and interest 
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towards school, The objectives of this evaluation are as follows: 
Objective 1: To determine the degree of increase in school morale for program I (NCS) 
as compared with the increase for program II (for a description of the comparison 
group refer to page 5). 
Object~ve 2: To determine the degree of increase in self-esteem for program I 
as compared with the increase for program II. 
A premise of these objectives is that both school morale and self-esteem 
involving those adolescents with learning disabilities (program I) should be 
lower to begin with than for those comparison adolescents (program II). If 
program I is therapeutic, school morale and self-esteem should rise. Therefore, 
the degree to which they increase with these adolescents should be compared to the 
degree in which school morale and self-esteem changes for the adolescents in 
program II. 
Objective 3: To determine whether those adolescents in program I scoring lower 
on school morale and self-esteem entered the program at a later age than those 
adolescents who rank higher on school morale and self-esteem. 
Objective 4: To determine whether those adolescents in program I scoring 
lower on school morale and self-esteem were more often misdiagnosed, that is 
diagnosed as any other classification above and beyond a learning disability, than 
those adolescents who rank higher on school morale and self-esteem. 
A follow-up investigation centers on the adolescent's family structure. 
If family structure is intact and supportive in terms of the child's needs, 
the age at which diagnosis takes place may not be that important. Behavioral 
problems may be due to lack of family support. Defining the family as intact 
simply means that the child is living at home with both parents; that separation, 
divorce, or death has not impaired the nuclear family structure. The family 
as supportive indicates that it provides adequately for the needs of the 
child, economically, socially, emotionally, physically, etc.; that the child's 
4 
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welfare in all facets is one of central concern to the parents and his growth 
as an individual is observed, felt, and expressed by both parties involved, 
Objective 5: To determine whether students scoring low on both school morale 
and self-esteem exhibit more disturbed behavior (as judged by teacher ratings), 
Objective 6: To determine whether in the absence of intact family structure, 
the lack of early diagnosis results in more disturbed behavior on the part 
of adolescents in progra.r.i I than f'or those ;.rhose fa'Tlily structure is intact 
and where diagnosis is still delayed. 
Evaluation Design 
This evaluation utilizes two groups of students - those adolescents at 
the NCS are evaluated in relation to a comparison group of students, This 
group is composed of .50 students ( 40 males a.'1.d 10 females within an age range 
from 12-2 to 17-3 years) randomly selected from program II. ProCTTam II is 
one of several relatively new, moderately priced private schools providing 
an academic progra.ra from Kindergarten-High School for normal achieving children. 
Courses at the upper level of this school for a college preparatory program 
include: English, Mathematics, Sciences, History, French, Spanish, and 
Physical Education. 
When discussing attitudes, a concept is perceived that includes or suggests 
some thought, feeling or action; action that indicates some opinion or purpose. 
In expressing an attitude toward school, a judgement is asserted that results 
from opinion, direct experience, etc. These opinions can be viewed on a 
continuum, such as Like-Dislike, and evaluated as to a person's responses on a 
series of statements, each pertaining to him positively or negatively. This 
evaluation deternines attitudes toward school arrived at through a series of 
statements characteristic of school life, 
There are relatively few complete instruments that can objectively tap a 
student's attitude toward school. Some of the instrtUilents that are accessible 
are discussed and the reasons why they prove insufficient for the present 
evaluation. 
One such measurement has been devised. by ~etzels ani. Jacks•n (1959). In 
a study te investigate dissatisfactien with scheel, they examined. classreem 
effectiveness ani psychelegical functiening invelving twe greups ef ad.elescents -
ene greup being "satisfied," the ether "dissatisfied," with schHl. Their 
study presented. twe maj•r cenclusiens: 1) that "satisfied" am "d.issatisfied." 
stutents differ in relatien t• psychelogical rather than schilastic variables1 
and. 2) that dissatisfactien is expressed differently by beys and girls1 beys 
prejecting it upen the envirenment in an extr~punitive manner ani girls 
being mere self-critical, turning it inwa.:rds. 
Getzels am Jacksen utilized. a scale in this study called. the "Student 
Opinien Pell" fer selecting their greups. This epinionaire is comprised. ef 
60 statements 4esigned. to reflect satisfied and. dissatisfied respenses cencerni.ng 
feur aspects ef scheel life - the teachers, the curriculum, the student beiy, 
and. classroom procedures. Sample items from each ef the feur areas are 
included. in the appemix. 
The "Student Opinion Poll" appears to be only apprepriate fer the upper 
graae levels1 the multiple cheice fermat ant its weniing weuld. lea& te a 
g~,eat aeal ef aifficulty and. cenfusion for adolescents with learning disabilities. 
Fer these reasens, this scale was net selected. fer.the present evaluation. 
Questioning the generality of the conclusions reached in the Getzels 
am Jacksen stuiy, Bred.le (1964) replicated their precedures. Whereas the 
sample populatien incorperated. int• the Getzels ani. Jacksen stuiy represented. 
abeve average secie-ecenemic status ani intellectual a.bility, Bred.le selected. 
frem a mere representative educational systems a sample cemprised. of a mere 
d.iffuse secie-ecenemic ant ethnic variety. His stuiy noted. a centrast; that 
students "satisfied." with scheel autperfermed. these "d.issatiefied." stud.ents 
when compared. on schelaetic achievement variables, specifically en the Iewa 
Tests ef &iucational Development. Dissatisfactien tewaxds scheol dees have a 
negative effect en classreem learnings ef a scholastic nature. But he alse 
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utilized. the "Student Opinion Pell" ani fer the reasons previeusly mentiened., 
this scale will net be used. fer the present pepulation. 
Jacksen am la.halierne (1967) used. a revisien, "The Stuient Opinien Pell II," 
in a stwiy designe& te examine the relationship ef teachers' ratings with 
student satisfactien toward. scheel. This versien ef the scale censisted. ef 42 
items ef a multiple cheice forma.t encompassing the same feur areas ef school 
life as did Opinien Pell I. His finriings incluied. that teachers' estimates 
related. more directly te the stuients' schelastic achievement than te his 
expressei satisfactien teward scheel. 
A study was uniertaken by Zweibelsen, Bahnmuller, am Lyman (1965) te 
evaluate the influence that team teaching and. flexible grouping has in a 
junier high schoel, specifically involving a secial sturi.ies program. Their 
find.ings inllicated. that there was ne difference, based. en achievement test 
results, between the team taught greup ard those taught within a traditional 
classreem setting. But there were changes in attitudes, with the team taught 
group members evidencing a mere pesitive attitude in terms ef scheol, teachers, 
a.ni secial studies. The authers devised. an 80-item attitude questionaire; 
the statements were designed to reflect attitudes teward. the-areas ef schoel, 
social studies, peers, demecracy, newspapers, etc. It is a mult1-d.imensienal 
scale; response choices include 2 faverable ani 2 unfaverable answers - from 
strengly;agree to strongly disagree. Items were analyzed. into 7 facter clusters 
am id.entified. ass 1) Group-Scheel Attituiess 2) Social Studies- Schoel Attitud.es; 
J) Personal Attitu:les; 4) Bias Teward.s Students; 5) Student-Scheel Relationships; 
6) Resistance to learning a.nli Change; a.Di. 7) Social Resistance. 
Th1s scale does have some worthy items, but will net be used. fer the present 
evaluation because of its mult1-d.1mensienal forma.t and. a_n item centent that 
reflects attituies tewari. inappropriate areas - 9.emocracy, newspapers, etc. 
Presently, Del .b'berhard. t a.nil Dann Leckweed. (1974, 1975) , head a research 
. 
ant evalUa.U•n. cemmi ttee:· which, is cemucting>a sturly. ·of.· the·. values; ·at.ti tuiesi , 
al'li lev~ls of expectations of beginning tenth grad.era at Greenwich High School, 
Greenwich, Cennecticut. They are utilizing the ~UESTA (Questienaire fer Students, 
Teachers, am Ad.ministraters) put out by the Secend.ary Scheel Hesearch Fregram 
ef the ETS. This questionaire censists ef twe fermsa QUESTA I is to be 
used. fer stuients whe are starting high scheol werk (tenth graders at Greenwich) 
and. is designed. t• reflect attitu:ies toward the self, peers, previeus scheels 
they've attended., and anticipations they have regard.ing their new scheel. 
QUE.5·1·A II is designed. te assess attitudes ani values of senior stuients, teachers, 
am aciministrators. 
The QUE.5TA program is sched.uled t• be used over a 3 year period.. The 
reperts available se far actually constitute a pre-test, with #14-R discussing 
the results ef QUESTA I given to tenth graders in the beginning ef school year 
197.3-74 (QUE.5TA II will be given te them prier to their gra.l.uatien in 1976); 
#17-R discussing the most recent results pertaining te the ~ESTA I given 
te beginning tenth graders for the year 1974-75• The finiings are presented 
as the percentage ef students who select the separate options that accompany 
the 12 different questions. The more important results includes 
1) In beth 1973 and 1974, stuients rated. the desire t• impreve 
"ability to think" and. "learn i;o accept respensibility" as 
their most important expectations of scheoling. 
2) In 1973 and 1974. 95% am 9'.3% ef the pupils expressed. that 
their parents wanted them to "stay in schoel." 
3) The "need to improve stu:ly habits" was rated as the number 
one anticipated. problem in beth 197.3 ani 1974. 
The QUESTA program may be applicable for the assessment ef the Greenwich 
Public Schoels, but there are reasens why it is net used in the present 
evaluatien. While it dees effer percentages of these students ialicating 
faverable respenses, there is no infermation as to a facter breaklilewn pertaining 
t• aspects ef schoel life that it suppesedly measures. Also, theugh there are 
seme goed questions, there are many alternatives er eptions fer each1 the 
optiens being answered. accenting to a multi-4.imensienal scale. The arrangement 
is n•t applicable for adolescents with learning difficulties, specifically 
those with read.1ng preblems~·- the wording and structure is tee cenfusing. 
Even if read. orally, it weul.O. be awkward. te !ellew. 
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l!.'berhardt am Leckweod (1972 am 1973) alse ceenUnateci a stuiy dealing 
with attitudes teward scheel ef children at an elementary scheel level (grades 
ene-six). Their first repert introduces the scale they used. - The Scheel 
Sentiment IJliex (SSI) develeped. by the Instructienal Objectives Exchange (IOX) 
at UCLA. The !Diex is cemprised. ef twe levels - the SSI-prima.ry fer grad.es 
K-3 centains 30 questiens ad.ministered erally1 am the SSI-intermediate fer 
grades 4-6 which centains 75 questiens that the students read te themselves 
and answer. The twe levels measure varieus dimensiens of schoel life which 
are represented by 6 subscalesa 1) Teachers; 2) School Subjects; J) learning; 
4) Scheel Secial Structure ani Climates 5) Peer; an:l 6) General. 
Their first repert (#6-R) was an expleratery stuiy as t• the reliability, 
validity, am usability ef the SSI. With regards te their purpese, fimings 
were pesitive as ialicated frem a student pepulatien (grades 1-6) at New 
~banen Elementary Scheol in Greenwich, Cennecticut. They also feuid a 
significant decline in pesitive feelings teward. scheel from first through third 
grade, a direction net neticed in grad.es 4-6. 
Censistent with these fialings is a secend. study conducted by Eberharclt 
and. Leckwotd. (1972) using the SSI with a student populatien at the Dun:lee 
Scheel. The results shew that fer first a.ni secem gra.d.e students, there is 
n• significant difference in average tetal SSI sceres; but that third. graders 
scered lewer than both. There was ne significant difference between the inter-
med.late grad.es (4-6). 
A thii'd study invelving the SSI at the elementary sche•l level is reperted. 
by Leckweed (1973) dealing with a change in scheol attitude ever a ene year 
peried.. This stuiy ebtained SSI scores the f'ellewing year on the same students 
from New ~ban•n Scheel whe were tested in 1971. Frem this leng1tulina.1:. 
cemparisen, Leckwotd f'oUDla 
1) Pesitive feelings decreased significantly f'rem first to secenli 
graie, as iniicated. by a. ciecllne in SSI scores; n• significant 
change seen 1n any ether grad.e greuping. 
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2) With the excepti•n •f th•se stulents making the transitien 
frem third t• feurth grade, there is a significant p•sitive 
c•rrelati•n in the censistency ef SSI sc•res fer all greups 
·ever a ene year peried.. 
J) These in grades ene ani twe shewed a significant change in 
"pesitive attitule;" a decline in the percentage •f faverable 
resp•nses. 
Still assessing attitudes at the elementary scheel level, as measured by 
the SSI, Eberhardt anl lAckweed. (197)) discuss a f eurth study umertaken at 
the Parkway Sche•l• Their finiings ind.icated a decline in pesitive attitude 
teward scheel frem first te sec•ni t• third grades1 a.Di, at the intermediate 
level, feurth graders had higher SSI sceres than either the fifth er sixth 
grade greups, with n• difference signified between the •ld.er twe grad.es. 
The SSI, which is being uset t• assess attitudes teward sch••l in the 
Greenwich Elemen~ Sche•ls, is als• inappr•priate fer the present evaluatien. 
In these studies, the a.d..ministraters were methers ef the students at these 
scheels1 als• the students were asked te identify their answer sheets. These 
twe points can be questiened, but this relates mere to the procedure invelved.. 
The twe levels •f the SSI are semewhat diff erent1 the primary level cempesed 
of 30 items ad.ministered •rally am the intermediate level centaining 75 
items which the stuients read on their ewn. The levels can be censidered only 
cemparable, which may be an explanatien as ta the incensistency ef SSI sceres 
for these students making the transiti•n fr•m third to feurth grade. But 
meat important is that the SSI is constructed for grad.es one-six an:l not 
applicable for the adolescent population employed in the present evaluation. 
For these reasons, an:l these pertaining to the previously mentienecl scales, 
the decisien was made t• use anether inventory for this evaluation - the 
School Mora.le Scale (SMS) develeped by Wrightsman, Nelsen, ani Taranto (1968). 
The SMS has been administered to a number of student b9Ciies (grades ranging 
from fourth through high schoel). Validity support has been feUBi in regaxds 
to grade am sex clifferences, school differences, ani the relationship of 
the students' score with teachers' neminations (Wrightsman, 1968). The 
data has revealed. acress schoels an:i sex, that with increases in grade level 
there is a decrease in average school morale. Also, acress grade levels 
I 
and schools, they found girls to have higher morale, on the average. 
Wrightsman, et.al., also found differences among schools, resulting from 
a comparison between two junior high schools in Tennessee. By breaking the 
SMS scores into components or subscales, specific differences can be noted in 
the items reflecting morale about: 1) the school building; 2) the quality of 
instruction and instructional materials; 3) the administration, rules and regu-
lations; 4) the community and parental support; 5) relationships with other 
students; 6) teacher-student relationships; and 7) general feelings toward school. 
Also of significance in regards to the validity of the SMS ls an approach 
comparing the students' school morale scores with teachers' nominations. 
Teachers at both a junior high and elementary school level rated their students 
as having either "good" or "poor" morale. Wrightsman reports on school by 
grade comparisons which indicated that those rated as having "good morale" 
also had significantly higher SMS scores than those students rated as having 
"poor morale. " 
Wrightsman, et,al., have also correlated SMS total scores and subscale 
component scores with other variables, such as age, intelligence, grade point 
average, achievement tests, and authoritarianism. They have also correlated 
· the SMS with a social desirability scale and found none of the correlations to 
be significant. This gives added reassurance because it implies that SMS 
scores are not influenced to any great extent by a predetermined set of 
responding in a socially desirable way. 
Data reflecting the intercorrelations of the subscales of the SMS indicate 
significant correlations in the positve direction. Reliability studies have 
also been calculated on 3 samples for each subscale and of the 21 estimates 
(J samples x 7 subscales) 18 surpass +.50 and 15 surpass +.60. The strongest 
scale is the one dealing with teacher-student relations (coefficients of .73, 
.72, and .78) and the weakest pertains to morale about the community and 
parental support (.42, ,49, and .57), 
The S~1S consists of 84 statements with the students marking either "A" 
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indicating their agreement er ''D" signifying their disagreement. These statements 
.i 
measure relationships and aspects invelving school life which can contribute 
to one's gene~ feeling about school. They ue organized into 7 dimensions 
of 12 items each: 
1) Morale about school plant or building 
typical items: 
Compared. to mest school buildings I've seen, this bµilding is nicer. 
My school is toe crowded.. 
If I were a teacher I would want to teach in a scheol like this one. 
2) Morale a.bout the quality of instructien a.nd. instructional materials. 
typical items: 
This scheel has helped me develep h•bbies, skills, am interests 
I didn't have before. 
Sometimes the assignments we ue given ue net very cl~. 
f'\Y teachers use a lot of beoks, references, ani:i. audio-visual 
materials to help me l~n. 
3} Morale about the school administrative personnel, rules and 
regulations, guidance persennel, etc. 
typical itemss 
The principal of this school is very fair. 
There ue too Jl!a.D1 rules a.nd. regulations at this school. 
Things ue done at this school in a neat, orderly way. 
4) Morale about community support of the schools aBi parental 
involvement in education. 
typical itemss 
The P.T.A. at this school is very active. 
My parents feel the community is spe?¥ling too much fer education. 
The people in this community want the schools to try out new 
ed.uca.tienal methods a.nd. materials. 
5) Morale about relationships with ether stuients. 
typical items: 
I have matzy good friends at this school. 
I den't like most of the ether students at this school. 
Most of 'lft1 frierns go to the same school that I do. 
6) Morale about teacher-stuient relationships. 
typical itemss 
Most teachers here help me feel comfortable a.nd. at ease in class. 
There is net a single teacher in my school who I could go to 
with a serious problem. 
12 
M•st of the teachers at my school ue very frie!Jily a!Ji wnerstanliing. 
7) General feelings about atteming school. 
typical items• 
I weulA. not change a single thing about my scheel, even 1f 
I ceuld.. 
Often I'm afraid that I'll de something wrong at school. 
I am lucky that I get to atteoi this particular school. 
Te fim a score en a particular subscale, agreements en favorable statements 
aJXl disagreements en unfaverable statements are summed. Sceres fer each subscale 
can range frem 0 (very p••r merale) t• 12 (very goed merale) with a total 
score ranging frem 0 to 84. 
Because of the extensive research, pr•mising results, am applicability 
invelving the SI1S, it was selected as the measure of schoel morale fer the 
present eva.luatien. 
In cenjunction with measuring a. stuient's attitude toward schHl, the 
present evaluatien will als• measure the student's self-esteem. As a pupil"s 
affective character an:i feelings may either facilitate er inhibit cognitive 
achievement, it is felt that such information weuld be •f substan:t,ial worth. 
An important a.Di central requirement necessary towa.J:d.s develeping competent 
a.Di effective behavier is self-esteem. This concept pertains to the appraisal 
an imivid.ual adepts with regards to himself1 whether he holds himself t• 
be competent ani of significant worth. This concept is a subjective experience, 
a persena.1 evaluation an iniividual expresses ef himself an:i transmits t• 
others through his behavior am verbal reports. 
A number ef measurements fall int• the area ef self-esteem. One such 
scale is the Tennessee Self Concept Scale which censists of twe forms (Ceunseling 
am Clinical) cemprised ef 100 self-descriptien items, Each item is answered 
en a 5 pein:t scale from "completely false" to "completely true," The measure 
is designed. to reflect information en 8 dimensiens invelving the self, such as 
identity, physical self, social self, etc. The strongest facet appears to 
be the Empirical scales which were devel•ped from the various items that • 
distinguish subjects ef ene group from those of anether (normals, psychotics, 
neuretics, etc.1 a preced.ure equivalent in the aevelepment •f the MMPI scales). 
The Tennessee Self Cencept Scale dees yield valuable.information as t• t1s-
tingu1sh1ng between nermals a.Bi a psychiatric populations but this is net 
a required aspect fer the present evaluation. The use of a screening device 
will net serve a purpose in meeting the present objectives. Fer this reason, 
aleng with th!! fact that the scering methtd. 1s cumberseme and. ted.i•us 
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and that the student must have at least a sixth grad.e read.ing•"l~vel, this 
measure ef self-esteem was net chesen fer the present evaluatien. 
Anether measurement ef esteem is entitled. the Themas Self-Cencept Values 
Test. This is a scale designed te measure self-evaluative respenses te fercecl 
cheice questiens. The persen respeois te 14 adjective items, answering each 
frem his ewn perspective ani alse frem his perspective ef ether's perceptiens 
ef him (teachers, peers, etc. ). It appears t• be a usefuL.t••l fer assessing 
self-esteem ef yeung children, but due te cautiens invelving its use in 
resea.rch purpeses a.Di the fact that it is iniivid.ua.lly ad.ministered., this scale 
will net be used f .r the present evalua.tien. 
With suppert ef the Natienal Institute •f f>1ental Health, astudy was umer-
taken by Ceepersmith (1968). He reperted that yeungstel'S with high self-
esteem are active, eager t• lead in discussiens and. express themselves, have 
cenfid.ence in their ewn ebservatiens ant effertsJ they teni. te be successful 
in beth academic ani secial envirenments. In centrast, these lew in self-
esteem, when part ef a secial aggregate (scheel, etc.) will listen rather 
than participate, appearing unable te eJCpress themselves. Frem this investi-
gatien, self'-esteem is seen as a significant cempenent ef ene's behavier. 
Anether stuiy by Ceepersmith (1967) was carried. eut te investigate 
pessible ceniiti•ns linked with the develepment •f different levels ef self-
esteem. The everall design censistecil ef: 1) selecting subjects differint; 
in varieus levels ef self-esteem; 2) a clinical evaluatien ef the subjects 
that include a variety •f prejective tests, questienaires am interviews; 
3) measuring behavier threugh laberatery experiments related te self-esteems and 
4) by interviews ani questienaires, determining antecedents ef self-esteem. 
Subjective aai behavieral tests were used. te select greups ef subjects. T• 
measure the subject's self'-a.ttituiea,·eateem frem his ewn perspective, a 
Self-Esteem Inventery (SEI) was specifically devel•ped. Initially given t• 
fifth ant sixth graders, results imicated n• significant sex differences 
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between mean sceres. Test-retest reliability, after a 5 week peried., was fe\lld 
t• be .88. Using a pepulatien frem public schoels in Cennecticut, the Invent•ry 
was then given to a sample of 1,728 children with resul~s a.gain shewing ne 
significant sexual differences between mean scores a.Di a test-retest reliability 
after a 3 yea:r interval of .70. Each child's behavior (such as his reactions 
to failure, self-confidence, sociability, and need. fer encouragement) was rated 
by his teachers alse the principle initially rated a smaller sample ef the 
children which previded. a cress-rater relaibility of .73. Such behavierai 
am subjective.information gave Ceepersmith the opportunity te select his 
greups ef subjects. 
Specifically, the Self-Esteem Inventory has two separate forms. Ferm A 
will be ciiscussed as it is the form utilized in the present evalµa.tion. This form 
consists of 58 items relating te feur a:reas - peers, parents, schoel, and 
persenal interests- ani can be separated int• 5 subscales allowing an assessment 
to be differentiated into such components. The subscales ares 
1) General Self 
typical itemss 
I often wish I were someene else. 
Semeene always has t• tell me what to de. 
I'm often serry fer the things I de. 
2) Secial-Self-peers 
typical itemsa 
I'm a lot ef fun to be with. 
Kids usually follew my ideas. 
I den't like t• be with ether people. 
3) Home-parents 
typical itemsa 
I get upset easily at home. 
My parents usually censider my feelings. 
There are many times when I'd like to leave heme. 
4) Lie scale 
typical items s 
I always de the right things. 
I never werry about anything. 
I like everyene I knew. 
5) Scheel-aca.d.emic 
typical items• 
I'm proud ef my sche•l work. 
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I like to be called on in class. 
I'm not doing as well in school as I'd like to. 
Hith each statenent, the student is to put a check (v') in one of 2 columns, 
either "Like me" or "Unlike me," depending on whether the statement pertains to 
how he usually feels. Scores are then obtained in 2 ways; the total number 
correct on all scales, excluding the lie scale, (maximum of 50) and the total 
number of responses marked false on the lie scale indicating a lie answer 
(maximum of 8). The SEI total score is then multiplied by 2 to give a maximum 
score of 100 (maxinum lie score still remains 8). Again, with using form A, 
separate subscale scores can be obtained and are computed likewise. 
Self-esteem is important in terms of interpersonal behavior which plays a 
significant role in a person's school life. It'was decided'that, along with 
measuring one's attitude towards school, such additional information would be 
quite fruitful. The present evaluation incorporates both the SMS and the 
SEI as measures of school morale and self-esteem regarding adolescents with 
learning disabilities. The tem "learning disability" is meant to include 
children who possess difficulties or learning· problems involving spoken or 
written language. These may _embrace psychological processes or functions 
required for listening, talking, and such subject material as spelling, reading, 
. . 
arithmetic, etc. It takes into account learning problems that have been labeled 
as perceptual disabilities, dyslexia, and aphasia but does not include difficulties 
based primarily on emotional handicaps, mental or physical retardation, or 
detrimental environmental conditions. 
Each student was given both the SMS and the SEI. Copies of both tests 
were numbered and passed out individually to the students. This allows only 
the administrator to know the results of each individual; no names were_put 
on .. the tests, This numbering process beforehand allows for anonymity of the 
responses, After the students were seated, pencils given to those who needed them, 
and the test 9opies passed out, the administrator read the directions for 
that specific test, This same procedure was done for both the SMS and the SEI 
at both schools. The NCS and the comparison school had available within their 
data banks the necessary information concerning scores on the pre-measure. 
(The directions for each test, as well as copies of each, are given in the 
appendix I). With completion of the first tests, they were collected individually 
before the second test was administered. Hhen these tests were completed, they 
too were individually collected; the testing session was then terninated and the 
students thanked for their cooperation. 
RESULTS 
Data analysis provides information for assessing each of the six objectives 
in this evaluation study. The first objective was to determine the degree of 
change in school morale for program I as compared with the chancse in program II. 
A three-way factor ANOVA, using total SMS scores, was computed across pre-and-post 
measures, schools, and sex-(table 1, appendix II). The three factor interaction 
was significant (F=18.658; df=1,74; (.05). The subanalysis of the interaction 
across sexes yielded the following significant results: 1) that males scored 
significantly higher in school morale on the pre-measure in comparison to post-
measure testing (F=17.916; df=1,116;( .05); 2)that males in program II scored 
significantly higher in school morale than did those in program I (F=5.367; 
df=i,116;< .05); and 3) that females in program I scored significantly higher 
in school morale than did those in progra~ II (F=5.934; df=1,32;<".05) (tables 2 
and 3, appendix II), 
In addition, regarding the SMS, seven separate ANOVA'S (one for each 
subscale) were calculated across pre-and-post measures, schools, and sex. With 
regards to school morale about the school plant or building, the three-factor 
interaction was significant (F=39.886; df=1,74;<:".05) (~able 4, appendix II). The 
subanalysis of the interaction across sexes yield~d the following information: 
1) that males scored significantly higher.on the pre-measure in comparison to 
post-measure testing (F=4,296; df=l,116; <.05); and 2) that males in program II 
scored significantly higher than did those in program I (F=41.037; df=l,116;<(.05) 
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(table 5, appendix II). 
School morale concerning the quality of instruction yielded a significant 
three-factor interaction (F=4 • .545; df=1,74; ..(.05) (table 6, appendix II). The 
subanalysis of the interaction across sexes gave the following information: 1) that 
males scored significantly higher on the pre-measure in comparison to post-
measure testing (F=9.658; df=1,116;-<.05); and 2) that females in progra~ I 
scored significantly higher than did those in program II (F=5.72J; df=1,J2;"<:.05) 
(tables 7 and 8, appendix II). 
With morale pertaining to school administrative personnel, rules and 
regulations, the three-factor interaction was significant (F=11.108; df=1,74;( .05) 
(table 9, appendix II). The subanalysis of the interaction across sexes 
resulted in the following: 1) that males scored significantly hi~her on the 
pre-measure in comparison to the post-measure testing (F=?.285; df=1,116; ('.05); 
and 2) that males in program II scored significantly higher than did those in 
program I (F=2J.909; df=1,116; < .05) (table 10, appendix II). 
Morale about community support of the schools and parental involvement in 
education resulted in a significant three-factor interaction (F=50.423; df=1,74;<:.05) 
(table · 11, appendix II). The subanalysis of the interaction across sexes 
yielded the following: 11 that males scored significantly higher on the pre-
measure in comparison to post-measure testing (F=J2.82; df=l,116; ~.05); 2) that 
males in program I scored significantly higher than did those in program II (F=4.172; 
df= 1,116; <:.05); and 3) that females in program I scored significantly higher 
than did those in program II (F=16.8J8; df=1,J2;<.05) (tables 12 and 13, appendix II). 
Morale about relationships with other students resulted in a significant 
three-factor interaction (F=?.5.54; df=1,74;<(.05) (table 14, appendix II). Sub-
analysis of the interaction across sexes gave the following information: 1) that 
males in program II scored significantly higher than did those in program I (F=14.5J6; 
df=1,116;<.05) (table 15, appendix II). 
With regards to morale about teacher-student relationships, the three-factor 
interaction was significant (F=12,125; df=!,74;<.05) (table 16, appendix II). The 
subanalysis of the interaction across sexes resulted in the following: 1) that 
males scored significantly higher on the pre-measure in comparison to post-
measure testing (F=15.?03; df=l,116; <.05); and 2) that females in program I 
scored significantly higher than did those in program II (F=5.841; df=l,32; <.05) 
(tables 17 and 18, appendix II). 
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Morale related to general feelings about attending school resulted in a 
significant three-factor interaction (F=16.0; df=1,?4;<.05) (table 19, appendix II). 
The subanalysis of the interaction across sexes yielded the following information: 
1) that males scored significantly higher on the pre-measure in comparison to post-
measure testing (F=12.954; df=i,116; ~.05) (table 20, appendix II). 
The second objective was to determine the degree of change in self-esteem 
for program I as compared with the chan~e in program II. A three-way factor 
ANOVA, using total S~I scores, was computed across pre-and-post measures, 
schools, and sex. The three-factor interaction was not significant; with no 
significant differences, all scores can be ass~~ed to be from the same population. 
In addition, regarding the SEI, five separate ANOVA'S (one for each subscale) 
were calculated across pre-and-post measures, schools, and sex. With regard· 
to self-esteem concerning the areas of general self, social self-peers, and 
home-parents, the three-factor interactions were not significant; data yielded 
no significant differences. 
With reference to the Lie Scale of the SEI, the three-factor interactfon 
was significant (F=4,?2; df=1,64; (.05) (table 21, appendix II). The sub-
analysis of the interaction across sexes resulted in the following information: 
1) that males scored significantly higher an the pre-measure in comparison to 
post-measure testing (F=5.701; df=l,108; <.05); and 2) that males in program II 
scored significantly higher than did those in program I (F=4,002; df=!,108;.(.05) 
(table 22, appendix II). 
Self-esteem concerning the school-academic area yielded a significant 
t~ee-factor interaction (F=4,)26; df=!,64; (,05) (table 23, appendix II). The 
subanalysis of the interaction across sexes resulted in the following information: 
1) that males in progra~ I scored significantly higher than did those in program II 
(F=),298; df=1,10B;< .05) (table,2h, appendix II). 
The third objective was to determine whether those adolescents in program I 
sc~ring lower on school morale and self-esteem entered the progra~ at a later 
age than those adolescents who rank higher on school morale and self-esteem, Data 
analysis involved two correlations; one correlating age and total SMS scores; 
the other, age and total SEI scores. Focusing on school morale, a negative 
correlation (r= -.248; n=21;) .05) was found indicating a trend that with increase 
in age, there is a decrease in SMS scores, But a trend can only be noted as 
the correlation itself was not significant. With respect to self-esteem, a 
low positive correlation (r=.148; n=17;> .05) was found indicating a trend that 
with increase in age, there is an increase in S8I scores. But this correlation 
was also found to be not significant. 
The fourth objective was to determine whether those adolescents in program I 
scoring lower on school morale and self-esteem were more often misdiagnosed, that 
is diagnosed as any other classification above and beyond a learning disability, 
than those adolescents who rank higher on school morale and self-esteem, Two 
ANOVA'S were computed for both total SMS scores and SEI scores across three 
diagnostic categories - 1) a sole learning disabilities diagnosis; 2) additional 
clear-cut diagnoses, such as minimal brain damage or dysfunction, emotional 
disturbance, characterological problems,etc.; and 3) tendencies that have been 
observed, such as anxiousness, social withdrawal, feelings of inferiority, 
impulsivity, guilt and atonement, compulsivity, etc. 
In viewing school morale, the ANOVA across the three diagnostic categories 
yielded significant treatment effects (F=J,537; df=2,J6;<.o;) (table 25, appendix 
II).which were further analyzed by a Newraan-Keuls. By judging the critical 
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l 
iifferences in the rieans (1-Tith k=3,df==36, 25.633) 21.417; with k=2,df=36, 
I 
L3.983<17.778 and 11.65<17.778), the conclusion is that those students 
I 
I 
labeled with observed additional tendencies have sic:nificantly hicher mean scores 
j 
::m the SMS than those students with additional clear-cut diagnoses. But that 
~here are no significant differences in mean scores on the SHS between those 
! 
5tudents labeled with observed additional tendencies and those students diagnosed 
" 
::nl,:.ly with learning disabilities; and no significant differences in mean scores 
::m the SMS between those students Hi th additional clear-cut diagnoses and those 
5tudents diagnosed solely with learnin:; disabilities. 
Regarding self-esteem, the results were not significant; no significant 
::lifferences between riean scores on the S3I between those students diagnosed solely 
::i.s having learning disabilities, those students with additional clear-cut 
::liagnoses, and those students labeled with observed additional tendencies. 
The fifth objective of the evaluation was to determine whether students 
scoring low on both school morale and self-esteem exhibit more disturbed 
behavior, as judged by teacher ratings. Data analysis involved two correlations; 
one correlating the behavior rating average score with total Sr.!S scores; the 
other, behavior rating average score with total S'2I scores. Concerning school 
morale, a significant negative correlation (r= -.378; n=33;( .05) was found 
indicating that those students scoring lower on the SMS exhibit Bore disturbed 
behavior (have higher rating scores) as judged by teacher ratings. Focusing 
on self-esteem, a very low non-significant positive correlation (r=.017; n=28;).05) 
was ~ound signifying that there is no correlation to speak of between those 
students scoring low on the SEI and whether they exhibit more disturbed behavior. 
The statel"lent cannot be made, as with school morale, that those scoring lower 
on self-esteem exhibit more disturbed behavior. 
The ·sixth objective was to determine whether in the absence of intact 
family structure, the lack of early diagnosis results in more disturbed 
behavior on the part of adolescents in program I than for those whose fa..~ily 
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strhcture is intact and where diagnosis is still delayed, Data analysis 
1 
involved a chi-square with regard to students from intact or non-intact families 
and' representing disturbed or non-disturbed behavior (using the median cut-off 
from teacher ratings). The results were not significant (x2=1,558; df=1). 
In addition to these six objectives, correlations were computed involving 
both the SMS and the SEI at each school under both pre-and-post conditions; such 
analysis would yield information as to whether both inventories were measuring 
two different characteristics - school morale and self-esteem, Four correlations 
were done: 1) pre-measures of both inventories with program I; 2) post-measures 
with program I; 3) pre-measures with program II; and l}) post-measures with 
program II, The resulting correlations were -,053, -,007, ,33, and .~, respectively. 
The significant correlatfons for progra..":l II indicate a more consistent relation-
ship with school morale and self-esteem, 
DISCUSSION 
A major underlying purpose of this evaluation is to contribute to the evaluation 
involving the goals and objectives at the NCS; specifically, to determine 
whether or not adolescents with a special learning disability will have lower 
school morale and self-esteem than a comparison group of adolescents. These 
adolescents have been exposed to school life for a period of years and, because 
of their learning difficulties, have consequently faced numerous frustrations 
that possibly have affected their motivation, their desire and interest 
towards school, 
Currently, an objective at the NCS is to attempt to stimulate the student not 
only academically but also in related affective characteristics. The purpose of 
this evaluation was to determine whether school morale and self-esteem involving 
these adolescents increase to a greater degree when judged against a comparison 
group. If the program at the NCS is accomplishing its objectives, stimulating the 
students affectively as well as cognitively, such change should result, If not, 
then certainly the program is not as effective as it should be, as it could be, 
Thou~h females at the NCS evidenced greater school morale than did those 
0 
in] program II, males scored significantly lower than did the comparison group, ·.in 
I 
addition to showing a decline in morale throughout the school year. Also with 
regard· to school morale at the NCS, data from the separate subscales indicated 
negative attitudes in reference to: 1) the school plant or building - for males, 
morale ls lower than for the comparison group, as well as showing a decline from 
the beginning of the year; 2) the quality of instruction, with males showing 
a decline in morale from the beginning of the year; 3) the school administrative 
personnel, rules and regulations, etc. with males evidencing poorer morale than 
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the_ comparison group along;Ti th a decline fron the beginning of the year; 4) community 
·support and parental involvement in education, with males again showing a decline 
from the beginning of the year; 5) relationships with other students, males 
scoring lower tha.~ the comparison group, 6) teacher-student relationships, with 
males indicating a decline from the beginning of the year; and ?) general 
feelings about attending school, as males again reflect a decline throughout 
the year. 
Positive attitudes are projected by the NCS students regarding: 1) females 
showing greater morale than the comparison group concerning quality of instruction; 
2) both males and females showine greater morale than the comparison group concerning 
community support and parental involvement in education; 3) females indicating 
greater morale than the comparison group regarding teacher-student relationships; 
and l~) males expressing greater self-esteem concerning the school-acader.iic area 
than did the comparison group. 
Many more significant results were found pertaining to school morale than 
for self-esteem. The lack of significance relating to self-esteem may indicate 
that the students showed no improvement throughout the school year or possibly 
that their self-concept is at a good level and it is their attitude toward school 
which suffers. 
gith access to the files at the NCS, this evaluation was to further 
determine.whether or not adolescents scoring lower in school morale and self-esteem 
~nte'.red the progra'7l at a later age than adolescents ranking higher in morale 
I 
:ind 1esteem. A trend was noted regarding norale, but with the lack of statistical 
' 
significance, one cannot conclude that those students scoring lower entered the 
i program at a later age, Also, in determining whether adolescents scoring lower 
Jn school morale and self-esteem were more often misdiagnosed (that is, diagnosed 
:i.s anything beyond learning disabled) than those who rank higher, it was concluded 
that the students with additional clear-cut diagnoses (such as mini:nal brain 
damage or dysfunction, eraotional disturbance, characterological problems, etc.) 
reflected poorer morale. 
Such results may indicate that academic difficulties in school for those 
scoring lower have been passed off as effects due to a poor attitude towards 
school. In contrast, difficulties for those students having good morale must 
have its basis elsewhere; therefore, these adolescents are referred for testing 
and, more often than not, properly diagnosed at an earlier time, Hot until later ·1 
in the lives of these adolescents with louer morale are academic difficulties 
diagnosed as being a special learning disability, Poor school morale may be the 
result, and not the cause, of learning difficulties the student is experiencing, 
The key is to be a~rare of the interaction cetween affective characteristics 
and achievement. 
·In determining whether students scoring low on both school morale and 
self-esteem exhibit more disturbed behavior, results indicate that those students 
scoring lower on morale do exhibit more disturbed behavior as judged by teacher 
ratings. 
As a follow-up, the final purpose of this evaluation was to determine 
whether absence of intact family structure results in more disturbed behavior 
by these students than for those whose family structure is intact. The 
question here is whether, when viewi~g the family surrounding the individual, 
the age at which diagnosis takes place nay not be as significant for these 
students, in terms of their behavior, as is the nature of the family situation. 
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On?- that is intact nay limit disturbed behavior. But the results proved 
non~significant indicating possibly no relationship between those students 
from intact and non-intact f~~ilies and whether they exhibit more disturbed 
behavior or simply that these are more concerned fanilies since they did ta.~e 
the child to a special school. 
Specifically, in view of the results which reflect negative attitudes by 
students, a discussion of some of the conditions Hithin the program at the NCS 
this year may prove helpful. Difficulties concerning staffing have been a highlieht 
this past year. There Has a carry over of nenbers who had been inadequate the 
year before but due to circumstances were invited back. One left at the end 
of first term creating a vac2.ncy and a. teacher hired at the lastninute himself 
had problems and left the ueek before first term finals, creatint; another 
vacancy. Also, a la."lguace therapist was informed by her doctor that she could 
not continue and therefore left after the first week of October, having to be 
replaced. 
In addition, the school started uithout a head.master and a tec.ching faculty 
member was given the administrative responsibility. This created an overload 
on hin and an aJn bi,'jctity with the staff and students. Hi th due credit for an 
impossible situation, but Hithout the experience that such a position requires, 
there was a rapid hiring of teachers who have since been replaced. Variations 
in the schedule of classes uere rmde without awareness of the possible poor effects 
and which therefore necessitated a change back to the original schedule. 
Hith the many revisions and changes that occurred throughout the year, the 
atmosphere of the program had to suffer. 3xamples of student misbehavior 
surfaced which resulted in some dismissals~ and hence, r~quiring parental con-
sultations, etc. Rather than consistency being the necessary pattern, much 
inconsistency existed within the progran and, in turn, affected student attitude. 
As important as the positive findings of this evaluation are, a glance 
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ba7k at the negative attitudes reveal that some changes in the program need to 




Halter S. Lee (1970) states some key points regarding such 
I al • anian ysis. The HCS may have to specify in detail its philosophy in relation 
to each individual student. Having this in consideration, the next step is 
to specify objectives and goals as they pertain to each student; not simply 
broad objectives for the program as a whole. These objectives toward individual 
needs are put into operation and incorporated within the learning process for 






-----7~ (goals) '). input 




Continuous evaluation and feedback, by not only teachers and administrators, 
but also by students and parents, would yield invaluable information as to how 
the program is operating. It may be wise for the student to start taking more 
responsibility for his own schooline. Learning will depend on the problem or 
the difficulty that is present and the manner towards which it can be solved; 
a method which requires the student to learn how he learns ••• that he is 
capable of accepting some of the responsibility in evaluating his own performance. 
Such a model may have a very beneficial purpose. 
It is important· now to take. this evaluation with its resulting information 
and feedback, and apply it to next years program. A further projected purpose 
may be for a continuing evaluation during the program next year, with its in-
corporated changes, and examine whether attitudes improve. 
11 j 
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Sample items from the "Stulent Opinion Foll" 
Getzels am. Jackson 
J. While there are some differences among them, most teachers in 
this school area 
a. Very inspiring 
b. ~te inspiring 
c. Somewhat inspiring 
d. Not inspiring 
16. Most of the subjects taught in the school uea 
a. Interesting &Di challenging 
b. Somewhat above average in interest 
c. Somewhat below average in interest 
d. Dull and routine 
14. From the staaipoint of intellectual ability, stments in this 
scool area 
a. Too bright - it is difficult to keep up with them 
b. Just bright enough 
c. Not bright enough - they do not provide enough intellectual 
stimulation 
;. '!he freedom to contribute something in class without being called 
upon by the teacher is& 
a. Discouraged more than it should be - students do not have 
the opportunity to have their say 
b. Encouraged more than it should be - sttdents seem to be rewarded 
just for speaking even when they have little to say 
c. Handled about right 
THE N~w COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
COURS~ DBSCRIPI'ION 1975-1976 
Secial Studies 
gr.? Peeple and Technology 
Fecuses upen the develepment of technelogy and its interactien upen 
secial systems. 
gr.8 Peeple a!li their Environment 
.Examines the inter-relationships of living erganisms and the earth. 
gr.9 .... 12 .; Werld. Histery 
Science -
A study of the changes that have shaped Western seciety in the areas 
•f pelitics, ecenomics, secial erganizatien and patterns ef thought. 
UniteG. States Hist•rj' 
The histery •f the u.s. and development of its institutions; te develep 
infermed. opiniens abeut centemperary life. 
The American Political System in Historical Perspective 
Examining five periods ef British and American histery in light 
ef events that have shaped the U.S. pelitical system. 
Exploring Human Nature 
A cress-disciplinary course utilizing biology, anthrepelegy, seciolegy, 
and psychology te examine the erigins ef human behavier, childhetd. 
and cemmunity, coming ef age and the individual in seciety. 
gr-.·7 ~ Life Science 
Ideas anci. disceveries that have helped. the advancement ef seciety. 
Fecuses en cells, energy, repreductien, envirenment, balance ef nature. 
gr.8_'· Ph.ysical Science 
Te gain skills that a.re required fer high scheel science courses. 
, . , . .:.: - l!.imphasizes predictlen, energy, interactien and. technolegy. 






Examining physical phenomena as to their nature, forms intercenversiens 
and. interrel;.tions. 
Barth Sciences Interactien ef Barth aD4 Time 
The earth as it susta.ins eur ferms •f life; study •f the earth, its 
geography and. ecelegy, its sela.r system, geslegical eras, its natural 
reseurces, etc. 
Bi elegy 
Intera.ctien of ma.n invelving physielegy, anatemy, zeelegy, beta.ny, 
evelutien a.rd ecology. 
Chemistry 
The actions and. interactions ameng atomic and. pelyatemic particles. 
Science and. Technolegy 
Examines the practical applica.tiens ef science; its abstract the•ry 
as it is applied in medern technelegy. 
If there are qualified stuients, Physics will be a.ciie& to the Science 
curriculum; a.ls• a Histery ef Science ceurse is being plaruied.. 
-- This is ta.ken as a separate subject by all st~ents each year. 
fecus is en hew experience can be erganizeG. int• a meaningful stery. 
Threugh reading a.nd. writing~ students examine Ca.use a.nA effect 
relatienships ef a stery. 
The theme here is en time alllli change; cencepts that relate pa.at 
aoi present, prejectiens teward the future. 
Main theme involves the aevelepment ef a sense •f iientity as an 
ind.iviaua.l a!Ji member .•f a secial g.reup. Readings, aiscussieas, 
preject groups, a.ni writing cencentrate en relate& subject matter. 
Werk begins en a mere fermal level in the reaiings ef va.rieus ferms 
COURSE DESCRIPl'ION (c•nt.) 
ani styles •f literature; ma.in emphasis •n writing. 
Eng.III M•re aava.nceci literature a.ni a greater emphasis •n iniivitual resp•n-
sibility ant ioiepenient werk. 
Mathematics 
gr.7 Examine pr•perties asseciatecl with wh•le numbers, fractions, decimals, 
arithmetical eperatiens atlli. basic cemputatienal skills. 
gr.a· Review •f cencepts iatred.uceci in gr.?; werk en aecimals, integers, 
percentages, ratienal anci. real numbers, equatiens. 
General ~..ath - fer the sttvient net rea.ci.y fer Algebra; m•re exper~ence 
given in applying mathematical cencepts ant practice in c•mputatien. 
Algebra I 
Ge•metry 
Algebra III and. Ad.vanceci Mathematics 
Spanish I 
Ipiepeni,ent Study - supervised. by a faculty member 
Physical Eliucatien. 
Remedial Courses and Language Funda~entals 
All students accepted at the H~ Community School have qualified for 
~dt:liaaion on the baGis of two.criteria. First, they have demonstrable 
intellectual capacity for scholastic achievement; and second, they have 
li learning problem in one or more aspects of the written language and in 
organizational and study skills. All students at the school, therefore, 
:l!'e enrolled in couraes designed especially to give concentrated instructio: 
in the areas of their deficits - reading, spelling, penmanship, writing, 
organizational and study skills. Many students need remediation in mathe-
matics also. 
Doth the specific nature of the disability and the degree of severity 
vary considerably from student to student so that each student receives 
a course designed especially for him or her. Diagnostic considerations 
lead to placement in a one-to-one tutorial or a group of ~·o or three. 
All students have at least one period daily. Whether the decision calls 
for group tutorial.placement or a one-to-one tutorial, instruction is 
completely individualized. AD. adequate staff is maintained to support 
this program and ensure that inclividual uaeda will be met. 
Instruction begins at the level of the studentas need. For some th!a 
means b~ginning at the basic decoding or encoding stage of written lang~age 
for others it may mean putting together disordered or fragmented knowledge 
and achieving coherence. Whatever the stage at which instruction begins, 
the goal is to achieve, as rapidly and as efficiently as poasible, reading 
accurately with fluency and comprehension and writing with correct spelling 
grammar, punctuation and organization. In Remedial Arithmetic, tha goal 
is to bring computation, concepts and application to an appropriate age-
grade level of functioning. 
Once the specific deficits are identified, the student receives instru1 
tion that is sequential and highly structured. Reading instruction ensures 
knowledge of sound-symbol relationships; syllabication; word structure 
analysis; roots and affixes; vocabulary; signal words; phrasing; and com-
prehension skills. Comprehension skills are developed for recognizing 
$entence and paragraph structures; main and supporting ideas; recognizing 
and/or recalling significant detail; distinguishing between direct and 
implied statement; drawing logical conclusions; following a train of though 
recognizing a shift in the direction of thought; drawing inferences; and 
anticipating the author's thought and/or conclusion. Students proceed 
systematically from word analysis to phrase analysis, to sentence, paragrap1 
etc. When the student has acquired auff icient basic skills, ~ork is under-
taken to develop rate and fluency and special techniques are used for that 
purpose. 
Spelling instruction emphasizes discovery, rather than rote learning, 
of how English orthography· relates to the soWlds and patterns of English 
speech. The students learn the rules and generalizations that cover alr:x:>st 
90 percent of the written language and the remaining portion that falls 
into various historically determined categories. As in reading, the studen1 
leam the so~d-symbol relationships, the syllabic and structural rules 
and their aoolication. . Students progress systematically through an ordered 
sequence of instruction that takea the• from the blending of vord nlem2nts 
into whole words, then into phraaea and sentences and, finally, into para-
graph writing. Dictations are followed by apontaneoua writing of prose 
as the student applies the rules and generalizations he hns laarned. 
Throughout, legible handwr~ting and good spatial organization is stressed 
and, if necessary, cursive penmanship is taught. Careful proof-reading 
end self-monitoring techniques are built into the daily instruction. 
Upon school entrance, although the major thrust may be in reading 
instruction so that students will be able to handle course work as soon 
as possible and without further loss of grade yeara, the approach is an 
integrated one. Reading instruction is organized so that it lays the basis 
fo·r spelling and writing; spelling and writing support phonic and structural 
word analysis for reading. Outlining for reading prepares for outlining 
for composition or vice versa. Organizational and study skills.are related 
to·course work. 
Remedial mathematics begins wherever the student needs to start and 
atresses both computational skills and the concepts needed for various 
operations. The goal is not only to ensure the necessary skills and knowledge 
but also to help the student to learn to "think" mathematically and to 
learn to organize his work so that former problems of spatial organization 
no longer interfere with pt'ogreoa t·oward .achieving an appropriate .lge-grade 
level. 
Students in grade11 ' cl\zoush 12 who hav~ gone 'be,.ond the buic stages 
of remediation and are now capable of .~orking st a de~-elopmental level 
in reading and writing receive one credit in LangWlse Fundamentals. This 
credit is based upon 150 hours of instruction in vocabulary development, 
reading and writing and may be counted toward the 18 units required for 
a high school diploma. Language Fundamentalo doea not replace the English 
courses required for college entrance and only one credit may be applied 
toward the total number of units needed ~or graduation. 
-2-
.0irections for the School Morale ::icale 
You were infor;:ied of the reasons as to why these questio:-:.aircs c:r~ 1:eir.g 
given. The pur;cse is fer school evaluation. No o::e but me :.;ill know the 
results of h01r ;:,'JU actually do. This is not a test; you will ::ot receive ar..y 
e;radc Al1swer as honestly as you can. Do r:ot look at the q_uesti;::;;-,c;..ire 
until told to do so. 
Listen ca::efully: Again,, I emphas:..ze that this is not a test. This 
booidet lists a series of statements c:.":out yo;,':: school. I will read eac!'.. 
;o:tatement aloi:.d as you read it silently. Read each one and· decide whether you 
"'-.-:ree or disagree with the ::::tateme1;.t, If you agree, :p:l-t. a c~pit.2.1 "A" in front 
of the ct.?.te~ent (demonstrate on tcard). If you clhc.gree, I1ut a capital "JJ" 
' 
in front cf the statement (de:nonstra:te or.. bo~:::d). :..c.ke your best effort to 
answer all the questions. 
Do ~at put your names on the questio:!aires. No one at your schoo:. -.:::1 
:::e:e you= an::-.~·:cz:-:;;; ·:.'.lCy will be collec-ted ar.d taken away right a:.;ay. So c.: ~:-:er 
as ::rar::~:_y as you cz.:-.. You will probatly find tl:at you azree ·.-ii t:: sor.-.c .-::,-:: 
them and disagree with others. Remember: Do not answer the way you th1llit you, 
chould, but the ·.;2<r you really feel. 
Dir0ctio~s for the Self-Esteem Inventor/ 
This questio~aire is a ~elf-estee~ inventor/• Do not look at it w1til 
told to do so. He2.Se :11cu:k each sta.tc:.c.-_t :.n tho following way: If the 
statement desc:::'..""::es how you us-.lJ.11:.,- :'sel, put a check (v) in the column "Like 
11 Id • ...,.'.]) me \ enonstrate on 002.: .. '-'- • If the statement does not descrite how you ~sual: 
feel, put a chec~: (v{ in the colv.mn "Unlike me" (demonstrate o.:-: "GoaJ..-tl), Ther1 
a:rc ~-10 right or wrong answers. ..it.h the Gtatcnents, I "dill read each o:.e alo1 
c.s you read it silently. This is net a test; you Hill r .. ot receive a grade on 
i. t. I do not v1ant ~lour nar;:es on thc;:i. P .. tte:npt to ar:s~,i·er all <;..1.:estions. 
:le:..er.ber: There are no right or wronc answers. Ar:si:c;r ~s honestJ.:.,- as yo·,, ca.1 
The SM ScalP. 
Name School 
-:~-,....~-~-=-.--~~---Last First I1Id. Ini i:ial ·------
Grad'3 
Directions: This is not a test. This booklet J.is·ts a series of 
sta·tements about vour-school. Read each one and decide wheth.;r 
you agree or disagree with the statement. If you agree, put a 
capital A in front of the statement. If you disagree, put a capi-
tal D in front of the statement. 
This is a part of a project being done at many different scliool::> 
all over the country. No one at your school will see your aw~::wers, 
they will be collected and taken away right awu.y. So a.ns~-:er a.s 
frankly as you can. You will probably find that you .-1gr-ee ~?ith some 
of them and disa.gree with others. 
Remembe~: Do not answer the way you think you ~l:ioulrl, but the i.Jay 

























There are many more audio-visual materials availablt-~ a-: 
this school than at the average school. 
There are too many rules and regulations at this r:r.;1001. 
The people in this community want the schools ·to i:ry 01.!t 
new educationsl methods and materials. 
If there were more clubs here, this school would be a 
lot friendlier place. 
All my teachers know me by name. 
I look forward to Friday afternoons because I won't have 
to go to school for two days. 
My school building is too large; it is too far to walk 
from one class to another. 
Our rei3ding area is not a very friendly place. 
The principal of this sc~i.ool is very fc1ir. 
My parents feel the coill!~unity is spending ~oo much for 
education. 
Most of rJY friends go to the same school that I do. 
Most of my teachers laugh at my mistakes in class. 
I!d rather go to this school than nost. 
-2-
The SM Sea.le 
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15. My school is too crowded. 
16. This school has helped me develop hobbies, skills, and 
interests I didn't have before. 
17. The1"e are not enough janitors in my Gchool to keep it 
clean. 
18. Teachers :i..n my school get higher salaries than do 
teacher·s in nearby cities and counties. 
19. Most of the students here aren't very interested in how 
the school athletic teams do. 
20. Most teachers here help me feel comfortable.and at ease 
in class. 
21. Often I'm afraid that I'll do something wrong at school. 
22. 
23. There is too much emphasis on the "three R's" at this 
school and not enough opportunity for students to · 
develop their cwn interests. 
24. The guidance counselor here is helpful. (Leave blank if 
there is no guidance counselor in your school.) 
25. The parents of most of th~ students here are not ve~y 
interested in the school. 
26. This school has just about the right nurr:.ber of students 
in it for me. 
___ 27. Teaching is just another job to most teachers at this 
school. 
_ 28. I would not ch.;mge a. single thing about my school, even 












This school building is old and run-down. 
Our homework assignments ar·e fair and reasonable. 
There is too much supervision of students at this school. 
Th C' d School spends more money on education e .0tewar .. 
than most schools do. 
Sometimes I'd just as soon eat lunch by myself, rather 
than with the other students here. 
Most teachers at this school don't have any "teacher's 
pets." 
·-3-· 
The S!'1:. ~;calc 
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35. If it were possible, I would transfe~ to another school. 
36. If I we~e a teache~ I would w~nt to teach in a school 
l.:i.Le i:h:i.s one. 
3 'i. Of i:en I do :more work and do it bette:r. than sorr.ccnG else, 
but I don~~ ge·t any better grade for it. 
38. The principal of this school knows most of ~he stud~nts 
by name. 
39. Few of the pa.rents a.ttend school plays, sports activi·i.:ics, 
open housea, etc. 
4 0. The oldex• children at this school ai,e ver:-y f"rierLdly to~;ard 
the younger ones. 
in. The teachers here are more interested in keeping ·the 
schooJ. bright and shiny than in helping the studeHts. 
t}2. I arn ve1~y proud of my school. 
4:3. l'1os't of ·the classroo111s i.n this school are dra.b and undeco-
rated. 
1p~. At this ~::chool we can take subjects like Typing, Sho1~ ~ 
a.nd Music which a·ce of special interest to us. 
45. The eating area here is too noisy. 
46. 
1J,. 7. 
The people in the city (or county) I live in are very 
interested in having good schools. 
I wish tha-t I went to a school which has fewer studen-'cs 
than "'chis one. 






....... .._ __ 51. 
-·--.. 
52. 
-......... __ 53. 
- ~)J~. 
-- 55. 
I get scolded a lot at school. 
My schooJ. is a co1nfortable one. 
Some.times the assignments we are given a:i.."c Dot ve1"y clear. 
· · t _-,·.n n1y school cio a goou job. The Jani ors . 
reallv aren't interested in how good our Host parents .) 
schooling is. 
There is a lot more "~chocl spirit" here tha.n at most 
schools. 
a S ;ngle teacher in ~y school who I could There is not .... ~ wi"th a serious problem. go 1..0 
--·---'--
--... _ .. 
.................. _ 
....... ..._ .... ..._ 
.. ._.,,. __ 
·- ..... __ 





~i·,·" Thls sc:hoQl bailding i::> :iu::»~: d.i;aut -..:h<~ uglit·,:,;t "£ h-'.-lve 
evisr SC!e!1. 
58, :My -t:e.3.cherr; •1se. a J.ot ')f books l "-'•!fc~x·en~:.::::.>, :-;nc'. au·J:i.'::i-
visua1 materials to help me learn. 
5~l. fitudents a11 e li.J<aly to get sev8r•ely p;..rn.isned he·r_ie f:.n• 
small offr:mses. 
6 J. The leaders of this comi:mni ty have p:..1 ov:l.d.sd sch::io.:. f a.ci.li.·· 
ties equal to those anywhere. 
6J.. I wish ·the othex· chl:Ldren at: ~:·his schooJ. \-.'~r.=.: friendlie.r' 
·to me. 
The principal and teachers here are properly appr2ci~tive 
when a student~ has do:le something outstci.J:.d.i.ng. 
64. My school huildir~g is the only one::' eif i·t:s l:ir.d in 1;~8 
C')Untry. 
65. The textbooks used in this sch0ol are pretty duJ.l and 
unint2r2st:.i.n:~. 
Ei G. 





/ .. ! .• 
72 . 




I • • 
ThingG ci.:ra done a.t this schcoJ. i:<-i a neB.·t:, orderly way. 
,.,, . ~ .... ,,.,p-.,·:·ifii ~-:.~·,.·vol J~ !1 e ....... - ·l'il·~:J.-· 1.. . ............ "' __ dc;ean'-::: spend as r:11.1ch :rn.on;::;y c..s 
other schools. 
'.£'.:~achers do not seem to understand t:he nsects r..J.1d pr·obl8ws 
cf students here. 
Each morning 
M·y ,... -;· .... ool .; "' oJ·""ten d:i.rd::y··· and 8melly. J. 1J'- lJ ·- ::.> 
Our :U.trary is well-stocked with goo<l books ;;ipd mr.:.r1y 
reference m3terials. 
·rhnr·"" ·is rio DJ.ace in this school for a student ::o be })y 
.. - '-'• ,, -- - h . , 
h . l:t- .._ .,..,, -:n'K ..... ~·irou::r. .:! D:"''.)D~.em • .:imss .. "":') ._1 .• -.... ..... .. .. ::: • 
school would like to go tc 
-5-
The Sfvi Scale 
7 9. There are man.:1 t:h:i..r,g~3 in "this och00l building whj .. ~h 
need to b~ repaired. 
79. The school wor1c is too hard at my school. 
8 0. The as sis-:: ant pl'incipal knows the. nc:.mes of most of the 
students. (Leave blank if there is no Assistant Principal 
in your school.) 
81. The community really supports our school. 
8 2. I don 1 t like most of the other students at this sci"10ol. 
8 3. Too many of :my teachers are mean or unfriendly. 
84. I am asho.med of my school. 
SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY (S~I) 
Please mark each statement in the following way: 
I the statement describes how you usually feel, put a check ( ) 
i the column, "LIKE ME". 
I the statement does not describe how you usually feel, put a 
c eek ( ) in the column, "UNLIKE ME". 
T ere are no right or wrong answers. 



















I spen d a lot of time daydreaming. 
I'm pr etty sure of myself. 







sy to like. 
ents and I have a lot of fun together. 
r worry about anything. 
it very hard to talk in front of the 
I were younger. 
There 
change 











if I could. 
make up my mind without too much 
e. 
lot of fun to be with. 
upset easily at home. 
ys do the right thing. 
oud of my school work. 
e always has to tell me what to do. 
es me a long time to get used to 
ng new. 
ten sorry for the things I do. 
I' rp. po pular with kids my own age. 
My par ents usually consider my feelings. 





1. I'm d oing the best work that I can. 
2. I giv e in very easily. 
3. I can usually take care of myself. 
4. I'm p retty happy. 
ld rather be with kids young-I wou 
er th an me. 
rents expect 6. My pa 
27. I lik 
too much of me. 
28. I lik 





e everyone I know. 
e to be called on in class. 
er stand myself. 
pretty tough to be me. 
s are all mixed up in my 
-
usually follow my ideas. 
e pays much attention to me 33. No on 
at ho me. 
34. I nev 
35. I'mn 
like 
36. I can 
37. I rea 
38. I hav 
39. I don 
40. There 
to le 
41. I'm n 
42. I oft 
43. I oft 
44. I'm n 
er get scolded. 
ot doing as well in school as I'd 
to. 
make up my mind and stick to it. 
lly don't like being a boy - girl. 
e a low opinion of myself. 
't like to be with other people. 
are many times when I'd like 
ave home. 
ever shy. 
en feel upset in school. 
en feel ashamed of myself. 
ot as nice looking as most people. 
45. If I have something to say, I usually 










I'm a f 
I get u 
Most pe 
tf. I usual 
pushing 
5. I alway 
6. I often 
7. Things 
8. I can't 
-3-
LIKE ME UNLIKE ME 
I 
I 
ck on me very often . 
nts understand me. 
s tell the truth. 
her makes me feel I'm not good 
care what happens to me. 
ailure. 
pset easily when I'm scolded. 
op le are better liked than I am. 
ly feel as if my parents are 
me. 
s know what to say to people. 
get discouraged in school. 
usually don't bother me. 
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Using the categories below, rate the student's behavior as it applies to 
the following list of items. 
Behavior is not present 
to any noticeable 
degree 
Behavior is present 
but is not disruptive rel 
and/or disabling i-=-1 
Behavior is disruptive to the 
class or teacher and/or 
disabling to the student's 
school performance 
1. Begins working on something before getting the directions straight. 
2. Acts defiant (speaks disrespectfully to teacher, refuses to do what is 
asked). 
3. Tells stories which are overly exaggerated and untruthful. 
4. Belittles or makes derogatory remarks about school subjects. 
5. Interrupts the teacher when he/she is talking. 
6. Annoys or interferes with his classmates at work and at play (pokes, 
torments, teases, disrupts work periods). 
7. Does not obey classroom rules (e.g., throws diings, marks up desk or 
books, etc.). 
8. Has to be continually reprimanded or controlled by the teacher because of 
his classroom behavior. 
9. Quickly loses attention when you explain something or makes you doubt 
whether he is paying attention to what you are doing or saying (becomes 
fidgety, looks away, has blank or faraway look, etc.). 
10. Does not visibly react to usually stimulating/exciting situations. 
11. Is overly anxious or disturbed about grades or test scores. 
12. Shows anxiety about schoolwork (worries about knowing "right" answe: 
etc.). 
13. Has difficulty changing from one task to another when asked to do sc 
(may get upset or disorganized). 
14. Looks to see how others are doing a task before he begins it (e.g., when 
teacher gives a direction, etc.). 
15. Relies too heavily upon the teacher for directions and to be told how to do 
things or proceed in class. 
16. Is adversely affected by peer behavior and quick to join in classroom 
disruptions. 
17. Overreacts to criticism or correction of his school work (e.g., gets angry, 
sulks, seems "defeated", etc.). · 
18. Places blame on the teacher, the test, or external circumstances when 
things don't go well. 
19. Blows up, becomes excited, loses self-control when can't get or do what 
he wants. 
20. Is quick to say work assigned is too hard (e.g., "I don't know how," "I 
can't do it," etc.). 
21. Is often difficult to reach (e.g., seems preoccupied with his own thoughts). 
22. Tends to quit or give up when something is difficult or demands more than 
usual effort. 
23. Has difficulty deciding what to do when given a choice between two or 
more things. 
24. Displays inappropriate affect (e.g., laughs or cries with no apparent 
reason). 
25. Tend~ to rush through his work and so make unnecessary mistakes. 
26. Fidgets, tips chair, taps, hums, or displays other such "hyperactive" 
behavior. 
27. Criticizes the failures of other children. 
A PPE:TDI X II 
Table 1 
Analysis of School Morale Scale (Total Scores) 
















p < .05 

































Subanalysis of SMS total scores (males) 
df SS MS 
1 725.209 725.209 
1 2421 2421 
1 8.006 8.006 
116 15674. 710 135.127 
Table 3 
Subanalysis of SMS total scores (females) 
df SS MS 
1 536.695 536.695 
1 132.251 132.251 
1 23,36 23.36 
































Analysis of School Morale Scale School Plant 
df SS 
1 101. 769 



























Analysis of School Morale Scale Quality of Instruction 




















































Subanalysis of SMS Quality of Instruction (males) 
Source of Variation elf SS MS 
B ~schools) 1 8,534 8,534 
c pre-: and-post) 1 56.034 56.034 
BC 1 .298 .298 
error 116 673,001 5,802 
p (.05 
Table 8 
Subanalysis of SMS Quality of Instruction (females) 
Source of Variation df SS MS 
B (schools) 1 25.0 25.0 
c (pre-and-post) 1 11.111 11.111 
BC 1 9.0 9.0 
error 32 139.778 4.368 
p (.05 
Table 9 
Analysis of School Horale Scale Administration, Rules, etc. 




















































Subanalysis of SMS Administration, Rules, etc. (l)lales) 
Source of Variation df SS MS F 
B (schools) 1 130.209 130.209 23.909* 
c (pre:-and-post) 1 39.676 39.676 7.285* 
BC 1 4.406 4.406 .809 
error 116 6.31. 701 5.lJ.46 
p (.05 
Table 11 
Analysis of School Morale Scale Community Support and Parental Involvement 
Source of Variation df 
B (schools) 1 
A (sex) 1 
AB 1 
Swg 74 




























Subanalysis of SMS Community Support and Parental Involvement (males) 

























Subanalysis of SMS Community Support and Parental Involvement (fer.tales) 
















Analysis of School Morale Scale Other Students 










p < .05 
















































Analysis of School Horale Scale Teacher-Student 


















































Subanalysis of SHS Teacher-Student (males) 
df SS MS 
1 4.409 4.409. 
1 122.009 122.009 
1 5.207 5.207 
116 901.367 7.77 
Table 18 
Subanalysis of SHS Teacher-Student (females) 
df SS MS 
1 34.028 34.028 
1 .25 .25 
1 .027 .027 















Analysis of School Morale Scale General Feelings 












































Subanalysis of SHS General Feelings (males) 
d.f SS MS 
1 23.409 23.409 
1 78.409 78.409 
1 21.673 21.673 
116 702.101 6.053 
Table 21 
Analysis of Self-Esteem Inventory Lie Scale 




















































Suba.nalysis of SEI Lie Scale (males) 
Source of Variation d.f SS MS 
B (school::::) 1 8.581 8.581 
c (pre7 and-post) 1 12.224 12.224 
BC 1 .08 .08 
error 108 231.535 2.144 
p (.05 
Table 23 
Analysis of Self-Esteem Inventory School-Academic 














































Subanalysis of SEI School-Academic (males) 
d.f SS HS 
1 15.751 15.751 
1 11. 572 11.572 
1 8.034 8.034 
















Analysis of School lforale Scale Across Three Diagnostic Categories 
Source of Variation 
treatments 
error 
df 
2 
36 
SS 
3114. 786 
15852.65 
MS 
1557.393 
440.351 
F 
3-537* 
